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Session GoalsSession Goals

1.1. Define PL/SQL Collections.Define PL/SQL Collections.
2.2. Define Oracle Objects (collections).Define Oracle Objects (collections).
3.3. Effects on the Database.Effects on the Database.
4.4. Use and Interaction.Use and Interaction.
5.5. Debugging hints.Debugging hints.
6.6. Complex system, simple interface.Complex system, simple interface.



About PerformanceAbout Performance

PreludePrelude



The 80/20 RuleThe 80/20 Rule

•• 20% of the time ultimate performance 20% of the time ultimate performance 
must be achievedmust be achieved

•• 80% of the time decent performance is 80% of the time decent performance is 
acceptable.acceptable.



Another 80/20 RuleAnother 80/20 Rule

•• 20% of the effort is required to get decent 20% of the effort is required to get decent 
performance.performance.

•• 80% of the effort is required to get 80% of the effort is required to get 
ultimate performance.ultimate performance.



Why is this important?Why is this important?

•• Use the 20% you need for 80% of your Use the 20% you need for 80% of your 
job and the other 80% only when job and the other 80% only when 
required.required.

•• DonDon’’t get overwhelmed by all the t get overwhelmed by all the 
functionality that exists in order to support functionality that exists in order to support 
20% of the requirements.20% of the requirements.

•• WeWe’’ll use this logic later.ll use this logic later.



What is most important?What is most important?

SQLSQL



Collections Collections –– A HistoryA History

Part 1Part 1



Another (brief) DigressionAnother (brief) Digression

The The ““RECORDRECORD”” will be a significant part of this conversation will be a significant part of this conversation 
even though it is not a collection.even though it is not a collection.



In the beginningIn the beginning……

•• The PL/SQL TableThe PL/SQL Table
–– Index By TableIndex By Table
–– Associative ArrayAssociative Array

•• The RecordThe Record
–– User Defined Type (UDT)User Defined Type (UDT)
–– User Defined RecordUser Defined Record



ThenThen……

•• PL/SQL Tables containing Records.PL/SQL Tables containing Records.
•• SubtypeSubtype



FinallyFinally……

•• VArraysVArrays
•• Nested TablesNested Tables
•• ObjectsObjects

–– Abstract Data Type (ADT)Abstract Data Type (ADT)



So Today there areSo Today there are……

•• Associative Arrays Associative Arrays –– A PL/SQL table enhanced A PL/SQL table enhanced 
with:with:
–– The ability to contain Records.The ability to contain Records.
–– The ability to be indexed by a stringThe ability to be indexed by a string

•• Nested Tables Nested Tables –– A less capable Associative A less capable Associative 
Array???Array???

•• VArrayVArray
•• RecordsRecords
•• SubTypesSubTypes



And of course the ObjectAnd of course the Object

•• Can be Can be LIKELIKE::
–– SubtypeSubtype
–– RecordRecord
–– Nested TableNested Table
–– VArrayVArray

•• Can contain:Can contain:
–– Scalar typesScalar types
–– Other ObjectsOther Objects

•• Slices, Dices and PeelsSlices, Dices and Peels



DB EffectsDB Effects

Part 2Part 2



DB EffectsDB Effects

MEMORY!!!!!MEMORY!!!!!



Objects vs. CollectionsObjects vs. Collections

Part 3Part 3



Object vs. CollectionObject vs. Collection

•• Objects do moreObjects do more
•• Objects require more memoryObjects require more memory
•• Objects are fast but are slower than Objects are fast but are slower than 

collectionscollections
•• Objects cannot have or be an Associative Objects cannot have or be an Associative 

Array.Array.
•• Objects can be persisted asObjects can be persisted as--is.is.



Object vs. CollectionObject vs. Collection

•• Collections can be used in all bulk Collections can be used in all bulk 
operations but Objects canoperations but Objects can’’t.t.

•• Objects allow multiple constructors, Objects allow multiple constructors, 
instance methods, static methods and instance methods, static methods and 
comparison methods.comparison methods.

•• There is so much functionality in and There is so much functionality in and 
around Objects that they may be ignored.around Objects that they may be ignored.



Object vs. CollectionObject vs. Collection

•• Objects and collections can be used in Objects and collections can be used in 
PLSQL.PLSQL.

•• Objects cannot have or be an Associative Objects cannot have or be an Associative 
Array.Array.

•• Objects are full fledged database citizens Objects are full fledged database citizens 
which can be seen by PL/SQL and SQL but which can be seen by PL/SQL and SQL but 
a collection can only be seen by PL/SQL.a collection can only be seen by PL/SQL.

•• Yes, IYes, I’’m surem sure……letlet’’s take a look.s take a look.



Simple ExamplesSimple Examples

Part 4Part 4



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



No Collections in SQLNo Collections in SQL



Bulk Operations Bulk Operations -- LoopLoop



Bulk Operations Bulk Operations –– Table2TableTable2Table



Bulk Operations Bulk Operations –– Nested TableNested Table



Bulk Operations Bulk Operations -- ObjectObject



External UsageExternal Usage



External Usage External Usage –– VB.NetVB.Net



External Usage External Usage –– VB.NetVB.Net



External Usage External Usage –– JavaJava



External Usage External Usage –– JavaJava



Controlling ComplexityControlling Complexity

Part 5Part 5



Apply 20%, 80% of the timeApply 20%, 80% of the time

•• If a type is never going to be used by SQL If a type is never going to be used by SQL 
then use the PL/SQL functionality.then use the PL/SQL functionality.

•• If there is > 20% chance that a type will If there is > 20% chance that a type will 
be used by SQL then use an Object.be used by SQL then use an Object.

•• Use a Nested Table for both SQL  and Use a Nested Table for both SQL  and 
PL/SQL.PL/SQL.



Allow others their 20%Allow others their 20%

•• DonDon’’t store Objects.t store Objects.
•• APIAPI’’s should s should 

–– return Collections return Collections 
–– AND fill an IN OUT cursor.AND fill an IN OUT cursor.

•• Use the TABLE function to simplify usage.Use the TABLE function to simplify usage.
Use custom constructors in Objects.Use custom constructors in Objects.

•• Objects should simplify and/or flatten the Objects should simplify and/or flatten the 
interface to complex data storage.interface to complex data storage.



Scenario Scenario –– The OpportunityThe Opportunity

•• Hardware store with both Web and BrickHardware store with both Web and Brick--
andand--Mortar presence.Mortar presence.

•• LotLot’’s of historical data.s of historical data.
•• A desire to do use this data toA desire to do use this data to

–– Project future sales.Project future sales.
–– Drive large promotional campaigns.Drive large promotional campaigns.
–– Drive personalized promotions.Drive personalized promotions.



Scenario Scenario –– The OpportunityThe Opportunity

•• A user interface allowing the dynamic creation A user interface allowing the dynamic creation 
and exploration of data and application of and exploration of data and application of 
different algorithms.different algorithms.

•• Profiles should be saveProfiles should be save--able and reable and re--usable and a usable and a 
history should be kept of their use.history should be kept of their use.

•• Should be able to compare actual results later to Should be able to compare actual results later to 
projected results.projected results.

•• Data points and algorithms should be easily Data points and algorithms should be easily 
added in the future.added in the future.



Scenario Scenario –– The DataThe Data

•• Customer Data Customer Data -- Name, address, phone, ageName, address, phone, age
•• Sales Data Sales Data -- Detail of each item sold, when and Detail of each item sold, when and 

to which customer.to which customer.
•• Environmental data by date and regionEnvironmental data by date and region

–– WeatherWeather
–– Housing market detailsHousing market details
–– Mortgage and Home Equity rates and availabilityMortgage and Home Equity rates and availability
–– Local and national Economic dataLocal and national Economic data



Scenario Scenario –– InputsInputs

•• Data points to be consideredData points to be considered
•• Timelines to be considered per data point Timelines to be considered per data point 

(these could be fixed or relative to sales (these could be fixed or relative to sales 
dates)dates)

•• Algorithms to apply (sum, average, Algorithms to apply (sum, average, 
moving average, correlation to sales and moving average, correlation to sales and 
etc)etc)



Has your head exploded yet?Has your head exploded yet?



Scenario Scenario –– The Good NewsThe Good News

•• The data is all there and nicely organized, The data is all there and nicely organized, 
indexed and etc.indexed and etc.

•• Our primary responsibilities areOur primary responsibilities are
–– Get the dataGet the data
–– Apply the appropriate algorithmsApply the appropriate algorithms
–– Present the results via an API to other Present the results via an API to other 

developers who then use them (reports, developers who then use them (reports, 
portals, client server, export to other tools, portals, client server, export to other tools, 
and on and onand on and on……))



Scenario Scenario –– The SimplicityThe Simplicity

•• RulesRules
•• ProfilesProfiles

–– CustomerCustomer
–– EnvironmentalEnvironmental

•• Results (KPI)Results (KPI)



What is our responsibility?What is our responsibility?

ResultsResults



And how did this turn into a And how did this turn into a 
discussion of OOAD?discussion of OOAD?

PostludePostlude



This is not another digression!This is not another digression!

•• Object oriented design and coding can Object oriented design and coding can 
become overly complex but it has itbecome overly complex but it has it’’s s 
place even in a database.place even in a database.

•• Traditional relational data access is more Traditional relational data access is more 
complex than the general API usercomplex than the general API user’’s s 
capabilities. (and is getting more complex)capabilities. (and is getting more complex)

•• Oracle provides the capability and it can Oracle provides the capability and it can 
be powerful so use it.be powerful so use it.



This is not another digression!This is not another digression!

•• Oracle provides the capability and it can Oracle provides the capability and it can 
be powerful so use it.be powerful so use it.

•• But remember the 80/20 rule and donBut remember the 80/20 rule and don’’t t 
abuse it.abuse it.
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